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Abstract 
This article addressed an improved method of using random angle to generate random sliding surface. The search for 
two-dimensional random sliding surface was simplified into the search for the approximate curves generated by 
combination of delineation of different angles and vertical soil slices. Based on the searching method of a single 
curve sliding surface, a new method of generating random three-dimensional sliding surface by the generatrix and the 
directrix was proposed. The method of this article can be applied to stability analysis of two-dimensional and three-
dimensional slopes. Comparison of different methods demonstrated the effectiveness of the method, and it is 
significant to research the random sliding surface without the assumptions of forms of sliding surface. 
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1. Introduction 
Among a lot of researches on the limit equilibrium theory, it is a commonly used method to 
hypothesize the most critical surface, such as hypothesizing the sliding surface is straight line, broken line 
correspond to the surface of the slope, arc, or logarithmic spiral in the field of two-dimensional slopes [1], 
and hypothesizing the sliding surface is spherical surface, ellipsoid, logarithmic spiral surface or complex 
sliding surface in the field of three-dimensional slopes [2-4]. However, some complex conditions do not 
conform to the calculate assumption, because the sliding surface that occurred in reality is not a regular 
shape. Therefore, the results will not be practical when there are obvious differences between the actual 
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sliding surface and the searched sliding surface using the method of hypothesizing the most critical 
surface. The main purpose of this article is to introduce an improved method that is applicable to 
searching for random most critical sliding surfaces for the stability analysis of two-dimensional and three-
dimensional complex slopes. 
2. Basic idea of search for 2-D random sliding surface 
2.1. Basic idea of formation and searching for the 2-D random sliding surface 
As shown in Figure 1, A and B are the points of intersection of the assumed sliding surface with the 
upper edge and lower edge of the slope. Assume there is an initial direction AC that crosses point A, and 
the termination direction is AB. α1 is the initial inclination and α2 is the termination inclination. 
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Fig.1. Basic idea and random model 
The formation and searching process for the random sliding surface: line AC turning anti-clockwise 
from an assumed initial direction (-α2≤α1≤90° [1]) to the termination direction AB to engender n angles 
(or the directions of angles) randomly; and divide the section between A and B into n pieces. Assuming 
the point of intersection which is engendered by the piece and the horizontal extension line of the lower 
edge of the slope to be Xi-1，Xi in consequence, and assuming the point of intersection which is 
engendered by the random inclination (or the random direction) and the vertical line of the point Xi to be i. 
Connect these intersections in consequence and then a random curve is formed. A more comprehensive 
description of this method can be found in reference [1]. 
It’s easy to get the calculating formula for the stability analysis of slope using the vertical pieces 
mechanics calculating model based on Janbu method.  
2.2. Stability analysis of the layered slope with multiple curves sliding surface 
For the slopes that contain n stratifications of different soil material, the sliding surface forms of the 
stratifications are different from each other because the nature of these soil stratifications is different. It 
may not conform to the actual situation if using one entire curve to show the sliding surface. For this case, 
the sliding surface is divided into pieces in this article, and every layer is shown by its own sliding surface, 
so the entire sliding surface of the slope will consist of the n pieces of sliding section (surface). 
Figure 2 shows the creation method of the multiple curves sliding surface of a three layered soil slope. 
Case analysis: There is a soil slope with two horizontal stratifications by referring to reference [6], slope 
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height H=10 m, height of stratification 1 H1=4 m and angle of slope β=60°. The parameters of soil 
stratification and critical sliding surface are shown as Figure 3, and the minimum safety factors calculated 
are shown as Table 1. The slope safety factor and latent slip surfaces obtained by present method have 
little difference with that by existing methods, which can demonstrate the effectiveness of the method 
presented here. 
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Fig. 2. Multiple curves sliding surface for three layered slope (left)         
Fig. 3. Contrast of the critical sliding surface for two layered slope (right） 
Table 1. Contrast of the minimum safety factor for calculation example 
Shape of sliding surface Calculation method Safety factor 
Arc line 
Simplied Bishop method 1.080 
Janbu method 1.106 
Sub-logarithmic spiral Upper bound limit analysis [6] 1.000 
Single curves sliding surface This paper 1.073 
Multiple curves sliding surface This paper 1.025 
3. Basic idea of search for 3-D random sliding surface 
3.1. The basic idea of formation and searching for the 3-D random sliding surface 
The basic process that forms the three-dimensional sliding surface is: ① Form a generatrix a randomly 
(The plane consisting of generatrix a and slope surface line is the largest plane in section measurement 
along the direction of sliding in the sliding body, and that is the two-dimensional plane sliding surface, 
and it is called the neutral surface in Chen 2003[1]), which is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4; ② Form a 
directrix b randomly (The plane consisted of datum line b and the slope surface line is the largest plane in 
section measurement perpendicular to the direction of sliding in the sliding body, and that is a curve 
crossing the point P0 on the generatrix in the plane yz. At the same time, the maximum perpendicular 
distance hmax between the datum line b and slope surface is equal to the maximum perpendicular distance 
between generatrix a and the slope surface), as shown in Figure 4. ③ Datum line b moves on generatrix a. 
During the process of moving, the part of datum line b that oversteps the surface of the slope is cut off (or 
generatrix a moves on datum line b. During the process of moving, the part of generatrix a that oversteps 
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the surface of the slope is cut off), as shown in Figure 5. Such sliding surface formed like this is the three-
dimensional random sliding surface assumed in this article. At the same time, the generatrix and the 
sliding line of the generatrix as well as the datum line and the sliding line of the datum line divides the 
sliding body into n×m slight vertical pieces, as shown in Figure 3. (Indication: P0、P1 are the points at 
the place where generatrix and the surface of the slope have the maximum distance, and they are on the 
generatrix and the surface of the slope separately). 
The random basic formation process of the generatrix in the plane xoz is the same with the formation 
process of two- dimensional generatrix in Section 2.1, and the formation process of the directrix in the 
plane yoz is almost the same with the random formation process of the generatrix in the plane xoz, as 
shown in Figure 6. Consulting the calculating method of the three-dimensional safety factor given in the 
reference [7], using the force equilibrium condition in the vertical direction (the direction z), and the force 
equilibrium condition in the direction ox′, the safety factor can be defined in the whole sliding body.  
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Fig.3. Stripe of the sliding soil with vertical interface (left)                         
Fig.4. Generatrix and directrix (right) 
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Fig.5. Projection of random sliding surface in the xz axis (left)                    
Fig.6. Structural model of directrix (right) 
3.2. A brief applicative introduction of the 3-D slope 
Calculation example 1 [8]: The height of the homogeneity slope H=10 m, the slope ratio is 1:1, unit 
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weight of the soil γ=18 kN/m3, cohesion strength c=20 kPa and friction angle φ=15°. When the directrix 
length 2l dividing the height of the slope H (in short long-height ratio) equals 1.0~10.0, the safety factor 
of slope changes is shown in Figure 7. It can be obtained that when the long-height ratio is increasing, the 
safety factor is decreasing. When the long-height ratio 2l/H>7, the stability factor almost doesn’t change, 
and the stability of the 3D slope is approaching to a plane 2D problem. When long-height ratio is 1.0, the 
most critical sliding surface of the three-dimensional side slope is shown in Figure 8. 
Calculation example 2: The height of the soil slope H=12.2 m and the slope ratio is 1:2 by referring to 
the reference [1]. The unit weight of the soil γ=18.8 kN/m3, cohesion strength c=29 kPa and friction angle 
φ=20° in soil stratification. The soft interlayer is located at the place 0.75 m below the toe's surface, the 
thickness is 0.5 m, unit weight of the soil γ=18.8 kN/m3, cohesion strength c=0 kPa and friction angle 
φ=10°. Choose the length of the sliding body equal to 5 m, 10 m, 15 m, 30 m and 50 m to study the 
stability of the three-dimensional side slope that contains soft interlayer. The minimum safety factors 
changed when the length of sliding body is different are shown as Figure 9 and the most critical sliding 
surface when l=10 m is shown in Figure 10. 
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Fig. 7. Comparing of safety factor for different long-height ratio (left)             
Fig. 8. Three-dimensional map of sliding surface (2l/H=1) (right) 
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Fig.9. Comparing of the minimum safety factor at different length of sliding body;   (left) 
Fig.10 Three-dimensional map of sliding surface with weak interlayer (right) 
It can be obtained from Figure 9 that with the increase of the length l of the sliding body, the safety 
factor is decreasing, while the amplitude of decrease is also decreasing at the same time until it 
approaches a constant value, and this constant value is the result of the two-dimensional plane problem. It 
also shows that the slope containing soft interlayer can be simplified into a two-dimensional plane 
problem when the sliding body is infinite. 
In order to comparison convenient, take the length of the sliding body l=78.2 m (That is the length of 
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the half shaft in the direction y of the ellipsoid in the reference [1]). It can be shown from Table 2 that the 
result of the new method is close to that of other methods very much, which confirm the validity of this 
method. 
Table 2. Comparing of the minimum factor of safety 
Calculation method resulting value 
STAB-3D [1] 1.640 
Hungr et al. (1989) [2] 1.620 
Zhang (1988) [3] 1.553 
Lam & Fredlund (1993) [4] 1.603 
Hung & Tsai(2000) [9] 1.658 
Chen et al. (2001) [10]  1.717 
Present paper 1.632 
4. Conclusion 
This paper presents an improved method of using random angle to generate random sliding surface for 
two-dimensional and three-dimensional complex slopes. Comparative analysis of calculative examples 
which are in the complicated condition indicates the correctness of the method referred in the article. So it 
is significant to research the random sliding surface without the assumptions of forms of sliding surface. 
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